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Merging Hermeneutic Units

The Merge Tool reunites HU's that were originally divided for analytical or 
economical reasons. Its main purpose is the support of teams. It links together 
the contributions of different members of a research team. A common scenario 
is the analysis of different sets of documents by different team members, 
sharing a common code base. Of course, the single researcher can also benefit 
from this function using the merge facility to help organize large projects.

Examples Of Application

Text Corpus Reuse

With only PDs to add and everything else IGNORED you can transfer all 
documents from any HU into a freshly created, or already existing HU. The PD 
comments and any existing quotations are also transferred. 

Theory Import

With only codes, networks, and code families selected, a "theory" can also be 
migrated to another HU. This is similar to the current "Import Networks" 
feature, but also migrates Network Views and code families. 

Team Work

Add codes, unify PDs: This would be the strategy when the same set of PDs 
is utilized by different team members using different codes. 

Unify codes, add PDs: Different PDs were distributed to team members 
using the same set of codes, or mainly the same set of codes. Codes that are 
different from the common set are not lost but added.  
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Main Concepts Of Merging

Target And Source HUs

The main concepts in Merge are the Target HU and the Source HU. The Target 
HU is the HU into which another Source HU is merged. The target HU has to 
be loaded into the HU Editor before invoking the Merge HUs option. It is 
advisable to store the target HU under a different name before starting the 
merge procedure. 

To prevent accidental overwrite of an existing HU, you may create a new HU 
first, and then merge the two HUs consecutively into this HU. However, this 
approach takes two merge steps.

Merge Strategies

Three "strategies" can be chosen for the processing of every object category. 
These are "Add," "Unify," and "Ignore." The object categories that can be 
processed within the HU are PDs, Quotations, Codes, Memos, PD Families, 
Code Families, Memo Families, and Network Views.

Add: The objects of this category are added to the target HU. If an identical 
object is found in the target, the added object will get a new name consisting 
of the original name plus the suffix "_number". A new number is added until 
the name of the object is unique. For instance, if a code "Alchemy" already 
exists in the target, the source version of "Alchemy" is renamed to 
"Alchemy_1". 

Unify: Searches for corresponding objects in the target HU. If such an object is 
found, all attributes of the source object are "inherited" by the target object. A 
corresponding quotation is one that resides in the corresponding primary 
document AND that has the same start and end position. 

In this procedure, attention is paid to deviations between two PDs to be 
merged that may result in a corrupt PD with misaligned quotations.

While most other objects are unified via their name, PDs are treated differently. 
A PD from the source HU is unified with a PD from the target HU if the 
following conditions hold:

• Both PDs have the same ID (e. g., P 1). 

• Both PDs refer to the same data source.

• If none of the PDs can access its data source, the test uses ID and revision 
equality only. Thus, HU files can also be merged if the data source files are 
not available.

• If two PDs found to be the same but at a different revision status, the PD 
with the older revision status is synchronized. 

Ignore: Instances from ignored object categories are not transferred during the 
merge process. For a finer grained exclusion you can use the "ignore" families 
option (see next).

"Ignorant" families: To exclude specific objects from the transfer (like private 
memos or test codes, etc.), you would create a special family with the name "!
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MERGEIGNORE" into which you can move items to be excluded. This can be 
done for all three family types.

How To Merge Hermeneutic Units
When merging two HUs, the Merge Wizard guides you through the procedure. 
In the first step, the source HU is selected. Next, a merge strategy is chosen 
and possibly fine-tuned. 

Select A Target And Source HU

Load the target HU. It is advisable to save it under a different name, so that 
you don’t corrupt the original file in case something goes wrong.

From the HU Editor’s main menu, select PROJECT / MERGE WITH HU. 
Alternatively you can drag an HU onto the HU Editor’s caption holding down 
the CTRL key. The Merge Wizard opens, guiding you through the merge 
procedure (see figure 122 below). 

The first page of the Merge Wizard displays the current target HU (i. e., the 
one that was loaded first), requesting you to enter the source HU’s file name. 

Click on the browse button and select a source HU from the file dialog.

Click the NEXT button. The source HU is loaded and you can proceed with the 
next step.

If the merge procedure was initiated by drag & drop, the source HU is already 
entered into the source entry field. You can immediately proceed by clicking on 
the NEXT button. Next, you need to choose a merge strategy.
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Figure 122: The Merge Tool - select a Source HU after loading the Target HU
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Choose A Merge Strategy

The second step is the selection of how the source HU is to be merged into the 
target HU. Four broad, predefined strategies are available that can be 
customized in a second step. Object classes can be selectively added, unified, or 
ignored (see “Main Concepts Of merging” on page 151 above).

Select one of the four stock strategies. A short description of the strategy is 
displayed at the bottom left of the dialog box.

Fine-tune the strategy so it best suits your needs. For all major object types, 
you can divert from the predefined stock strategyand manually define how 
the various object types are to be handled in the merge process.

Same PDs and Codes: Choose this strategy when PDs and codes are (mostly) 
the same in the target and source HU. All of the same PDs and codes are then 
unified. Different PDs and codes will be added. 

When unifying PDs, please observe that PDs are unified by their P numbers 
(P 1, P 2, P 3, etc.) and not by their names! Therefore the order of the PDs 
need to be the same in all HUs to be merged.

Same PDs – Different Codes: Choose this strategy when target and source HU 
contain the same PDs, but different set of codes. If identical codes are found 
during the merge procedure, the duplicate codes from the source HU are 
automatically renamed by adding a numeric suffix.

Original code name: Alchemy

Duplicate code: Alchemy_1

Different PDs - Same Codes: Choose this strategy when target and source HU 
contain different PDs that have been coded with the same code set. This is a 
common situation when working in teams and different team members have 
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coded different PDs using a common set of codes. If a few additional codes 
have been added to the common set, these will be added.

Different PDs and Codes: Choose this strategy when both PDs and codes are 
different. The PDs and codes from the source HU will be added to the ones in 
the target HU. If identical codes are found during the merge procedure, the 
duplicate codes from the source HU are automatically renamed by adding a 
numeric suffix as shown above.

Check the option "Create Merge Report" to generate an overview of what 
has been done. The report lists all added and unified objects and their old 
and new names. Statistics about the source and target HUs and the resulting 
merged HU are created. The report will be opened in a rich text editor after 
the merge process is completed (see “Merge Report” on page 156 for 
details).

Click FINISH to start the merge process. This may take a while depending on 
the size of both the target and source HUs and the strategy chosen. The 
Unify strategy is generally more consumptive in processing time than adding 
objects.

If you repeatedly merge the same HUs, you might want to deactivate the 
option “Merge Comments” as this may unnecessarily blow up the comment 
for any of the unified objects and leads to duplication of entries.

Conflict Resolution For Links

or certain entities, a default "conflict resolution strategy" is used. If the 
inclusion of objects could result in the modification of a "link" between objects 
in the target HU, the target HU link is preferred. Example: If there is a link "is-
associated-with" between two codes "Alchemy" and "Gold" in the target HU, 
and a conflicting link "is-contrary-to" exists between the corresponding source 
HU codes, then the link in the target HU "wins". However, if no link exists 
between two objects in the target HU, the link existing in the source HU is 
transferred. This strategy is also pursued for hyperlinks and other connections 
between objects.
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Migration Of General Features

The comment of the source HU is appended to the target, and the list of co-
authors in the target is completed with those in the source HU.

Special Considerations For Quotations 

Quotations play a special role because they cannot be handled independent of 
the PDs. When PDs are ignored, so are quotations. When PDs are added, 
quotations are added. The interesting case is when PDs are unified: you can 
then select either UNIFY or ADD. 

ADDing quotations will create duplicate quotations in the target PD, even if a 
matching quotation already exists. This is a useful option if you want to 
calculate inter-coder reliability (see CAT, a free online tool that allows you to 
calculate intercoder-reliabiltiy. You can access the tool via HELP / MORE RESOURCES 
/ THE CODING ANALYSIS TOOLKIT).

Merging Scaled Codes

When variable codes with a special naming convention (see “Scaled vs.
Dichotomous Codes” on page 403) are added during the merge process, their 
values are invalidated in case of name clash. The reason for this is that 
imported codes with an identical name are automatically renamed using a 
numeric suffix.

Note that before applying the SPSS job generation feature on the resulting HU, 
such codes would need to be manually renamed.
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Figure 124: Merging HUs: Link resolution- The link between Code A and Code B in the target  
HU survives the merge process.
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A Few Additional Considerations

You can unify codes, but add Network Views. This results in a new network 
containing the same nodes as those already contained in the target HU's 
network.

Adding nodes and unifying networks could result in an existing Network View 
being crowded with both the nodes from the target and the source HUs.

Unifying Super Codes combines their queries using the OR operator.

To get acquainted to the effects of either adding or unifying entities, you 
should experiment with the various strategies using sample HUs. Observe 
what happens. Before modifying serious projects, you should gain some 
understanding of how the merging process works. 

After The Merge

After a successful merge operation, some "cleaning up" might become 
necessary. For example, codes with different names but similar meaning (i. e., 
synonyms) are now treated as distinct codes. They may need to be merged (see 
“Merging Codes” on page 199). It could also be the case that you end up with 
a number of quotations that overlap but are coded by the same code(s). Such 
instances can be found with the help of the Coding Analyzer (see “Redundant
Coding Analyzer” on page 369).

The Merge Report
If you have checked the option “Create Merge Report” in the Merge Wizard 
(default), a report generator keeps track of every object affected during the 
merge process.

The report displays:

• the name and location of the source and target HUs

• object statistics and merge strategies for source and target HUs

• added objects sorted by object type (prefixed with a "+")

• unified objects sorted by object type (prefixed with a "=")

• statistics for the resulting HU

Below, excerpts from a merge report are shown resulting from merging “The 
Sample” HU with itself using the strategy “Different PDs Same Codes”. During 
this merge, PDs, quotations and PD Families are added; and all codes are 
unified.

The first part of the report provides an overview of the selected merge 
strategies.
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Added Objects

When objects are added that have identical names in both the source and 
target HUs, the added object is renamed using an incremental numbering 
scheme. Note that the PDs are not renamed. This is because the prefix "P x" is 
a part of the name, making equally named PDs distinct.

The imported PD families are renamed using the numeric suffix "_1". 
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Figure 125: First part of the merge report: An overview of the selected merge strategies

Figure 126: Added primary documents using a unique identifier in form of the PD number
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Unified Objects

Unified codes are displayed along with their new quotation references within 
the resulting HU:

Statistical Summary

The statistical summary at the end of the report provides an overview of all 
object types after the merge.
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Figure 127: Names of added primary documents

Figure 128: Report on unified codes
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Figure 129: Statistical summary at the end of the merge report


